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Abstract
Broadband, coherent light carrying optical angular momentum (AM) is of potential utility for a
variety of classical and quantum communication applications, but at present few such sources
exist. We study the theory of generation of supercontinua in a ring array of coupled optical
fibres. Short pulses carrying discrete AM undergo soliton fission, spontaneously breaking
azimuthal symmetry. This results in a train of pulses with a broadband frequency spectrum as
well as a non-trivial AM distribution. These spatio-temporal solitary waves, localised around a
single fibre core, emit an unusual form of resonant radiation which can be present even in the
absence of intrinsic higher order dispersion, being induced by the lattice dispersion of the ring
array. We explore how the coupling properties between fibre cores affect the resulting
supercontinuum, in particular how mildly twisting the array can effectively manipulate its AM
content and resonant frequencies through the induced Peierls phase.
Keywords: supercontinuum, optical angular momentum, nonlinear fibre optics
1. Introduction
Optical fibres have been used as platforms for super-
continuum generation for decades, primarily because their
tight optical confinement provides the strong nonlinearity
required for huge spectral broadening [1–4]. Multicore fibre
structures are increasingly being studied as supercontinuum
sources as they offer further mechanisms for dispersion
management to extend the spectral range of the output [5, 6].
Meanwhile, the nonlinear optical properties of light carrying
angular momentum (AM) are just beginning to be explored
[7–11], in particular the possibility of generating broadband
supercontinua as recently demonstrated by Prabhakar et al
[12]. Twisted ring arrays of fibres and other helical wave-
guides have been developed to explore new ways to manip-
ulate optical AM in a discrete fashion [13, 14]. Optical AM
may be exploited for a plethora of applications including
astronomical observation [15–17], classical [18, 19] and
quantum [20, 21] communication, optomechanics [22, 23]
and microscopy [24]. However, not many broadband and
coherent optical sources of AM exist and their development is
becoming an active field of study, with several metasurface
designs being realised in recent years [25–28]. In this work,
we examine how such structures may generate supercontinua
when pumped with intense pulses of light, and how the
coupling properties of the array affect the supercontinuum’s
frequency and AM content.
We consider light propagating through a ring array of
step index fibres, embedded in homogeneous cladding mat-
erial. Light can be exchanged between adjacent fibre cores
through evanescent coupling due to the overlap of their fun-
damental modes. Hence we use a coupled mode approach,
in which we consider only the complex amplitude of
the fundamental guided mode within each core. The time-
independent nonlinear properties of such multicore arrays
have been widely studied before [29–33] and understanding
of the dynamics of solitons therein is developing rapidly
[34–37], with and without an extra central core which is not
considered here. In addition the fibre cores may be twisted
around the cladding rod’s central axis at a uniform rate, which
can greatly change the supercontinuum spectra even for very
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moderate twist rates. In previous work, we have explored
modulation instability in this system and how this enables
light with different AM to be generated from continuous wave
pumps with no AM [38]. Here, we study how short, intense
pulses undergo fission and induce supercontinua across the
discrete AM available. The generation of different AM from
pump pulse with single-valued AM is the result of angular
symmetry breaking, arising from instabilities driven by the
nonlinearity.
Throughout this article, we work in dimensionless units
to make our results applicable to a wide variety of exper-
imental scales, simplify our notation and make simulating the
resulting equations more convenient. We follow the standard
prescription in [39], with our propagation coordinate z related
to physical distance z̃ through the dispersion length, =z
b=z L z TD 2 02˜ ˜∣ ∣ given an input pulse duration T0 and sec-
ond order dispersion coefficient b bº ¶w w2 2 0[ ] , where β(ω) is
the linear propagation constant of waves at frequency ω and
ω0 is the central input pulse frequency. We work in a frame
which rotates with the fibre twist such that the cores are fixed
in position, and which is comoving with the incident pulse
(which is travelling at the group velocity =vg
b¶w w1 0[ ] ) by using a dimensionless time coordinate =t
-t Tz
v 0g
(˜ )˜ , where t̃ is the physical (laboratory) time. We
express the complex amplitude of the fundamental mode of
the nth fibre core in dimensionless form, g=A L En D n,
where En is the physical electric field amplitude and γ is the
Kerr nonlinear coefficient. Light propagation through the fibre
array is then described in the coupled mode limit by a series
of nonlinear Schrödinger equations in standard form
(assuming anomalous dispersion β2<0):
b
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[ ] is a dimensionless third order
dispersion parameter,Δ is the nearest neighbour coupling rate
between adjacent fibre cores and f is an effective Peierls
phase induced by the twisting of the array around its central
axis [40] (inversely proportional to the twist period). We
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given the refractive index profile nc of a single step-index
fibre core surrounded by cladding, fundamental mode profile
l p wºu cr , 20 0( ) the initial pulse’s central wavelength and
rn the spatial coordinates of the centre of the nth fibre core.
We introduce the discrete angular coordinate q pº n N2n
which labels the azimuthal position of fibre core n=1, 2, ... N,
where N is the total number of cores in the ring array.
Assuming only the fundamental modes are excited, the phase
of the electric field on each core is well defined, allowing a
quasi-AM to be defined which modifies this phase by a factor
qilexp n( ) where Î - +l N N2 1, 2[ ] for N even or Îl
- - -N N1 2, 1 2[ ( ) ( ) ] for N odd is the AM integer order.
This is related to but distinct from optical orbital angular
momentum, which takes unrestricted integer values and is
defined for spatially continuous electric fields. With no higher-
order dispersion β3=0, equation (1) possesses discrete ‘vor-
tex’ soliton solutions with winding number m of the form
b q= +A z t B Bt i z im, sech exp , 3n m n( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
where b p f= + D -B m N2 2 cos 2m 2 ( ) is the soliton’s
propagation constant. Equation (3) can be understood as the
combined form of the canonical single-fibre soliton (see
equation (5.2.15) in [39]) and the stationary discrete fibre
vortices discussed in [30]. Note that the former is obtained in
each fibre when the coupling Δ vanishes , while the latter
results from neglecting the time dependence Btsech ( ). The
m=0 variant, and its stability against azimuthal perturbations,
is also discussed in [36]. The modification to the propagation
constant p fD -m N2 cos 2( ) is a consequence of momentum
conservation. Solitons whose AM is non-zero with respect to
the fibre twist must have less momentum along the propagation
Figure 1. The azimuthal symmetry breaking process is illustrated by
the intensity distribution over time, as viewed in the fibre index n (left)
and AM l (right) basis. The intense ( = =A t A t B0, 4 0, , 1n n( ) ( ) )
pulse at the input (a), (b) with AM m=0 collapses and undergoes
fission. The brightest emerging pulse experiences instability and
symmetry breaking at the most intense point, indicated by red arrows,
after =z L0.5 D populating the other AM (c), (d). This AM
superposition splits into several solitary waves, which are localised
around individual fibre cores (e), (f). Two such solitary waves which
are completely formed are highlighted by blue arrows; the third
trailing pulse in this train will split into another pair of solitary waves
localised on n=1 and n=2 fibre cores, respectively.
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direction than those with zero AM, given a common optical
frequency ω0.
2. Soliton fission and angular symmetry breaking
In this section, a small but non-negligible third order dis-
persion coefficient is used, β3=1/10. We illustrate the fis-
sion process for a six-core (N=6) fibre with modest
coupling Δ=1 pumped with an m=0 input pulse in
figure 1, simultaneously in the angular position (left column)
and momentum (right) bases. To facilitate rapid spectral
broadening, we choose as the input condition to (1) an intense
pulse ( = =A t A t B0, 4 0, , 1n n( ) ( ) ∀ n=1, 2 , KN) which
has energy well in excess of that required for the excitation of
a single soliton (figures 1(a) and (b)). Within a short propa-
gation distance, we observe the input pulse split into several
components with different group velocities. These fission
dynamics are typical of those experienced by higher-order
solitons in single fibres [41] and do not necessarily induce
symmetry breaking. In the absence of noise, AM different
from that of the pump ¹l m may remain unpopulated for a
considerable distance after the initial fission process is com-
plete. However, the brightest emerging pulse will typically
experience growth of other ¹l m AM around its peak, which
destabilise it and cause a second fission event (figures 1(c)
and (d)). The propagation distance required to observe this
second fission is usually much shorter for non-zero input
winding numbers m in the absence of fibre twisting. The fact
that angular symmetry is always broken at the point in time
with the highest intensity demonstrates that nonlinear cross-
phase modulation terms between different AM are primarily
responsible for the instability. After the second fission a train
of pulses form with fluctuating populations across the AM
spectrum, releasing dispersive waves as these beat against
each other. The oscillations slowly relax leaving each pulse
with a roughly equal distribution among all the available AM,
which corresponds to localisation around single fibre cores
(figures 1(e) and (f)). These spatio-temporal solitary waves
propagate stably thereafter and are similar to the discrete
spatio-temporal solitons previously observed in one-dimen-
sional straight waveguide arrays [42].
The frequency spectrum may be resolved for each AM by
a continuous Fourier transform in time, followed by a discrete
transform across the fibre index n
ò
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The dimensionless frequency Ω expresses the relative detun-
ing from the pump’s central frequency Ω=0. The spectra
resulting from the propagation shown in figure 1 are plotted
on a logarithmic scale in figure 2, with each sub-figure
showing the spectral evolution for a different AM l, with the
pump AM being m=0. The growth of non-pump AM
¹ =l m 0 is initiated by angular symmetry breaking just
after the spectral broadening in l=0 reaches its maximum
extent, seeding a band of dispersive radiation around Ω=35.
Here, the dispersive radiation is caused by the presence of β3
in equation (1). These non-pump AM in turn generate their
own dispersive bands, whose strength and central frequency is
generally l-dependent.
To get a better insight into the dynamics of super-
continuum generation, we perform an XFROG trace which
lets us observe the pulse across time and frequency domains
simultaneously [43]. Taking the input pump pulse profile as
the temporal correlation function, we define the XFROG map
as [39]
òt tW = - - W-¥
¥
S A z t t i t dt, , sech exp 5l l
2
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
noting with the l subscript in Al(z, t) that we have already
performed the discrete Fourier transform over n into the AM
basis. Figure 3 shows the XFROG maps associated with the
fields shown in figure 1(f). It is clear from this that the bulk of
the dispersive radiation carries no AM (being mainly present
in the l=0 panels) as is generated during the initial stages of
fission, before angular symmetry is broken.
Figure 2. Frequency Ω spectra versus propagation distance z for
different AM l, resulting from the pulse evolution over five
dispersion lengths shown in figure 1. The colourmap in this and all
subsequent two-dimensional colour density plots is on a logarithmic
scale, running from minimum intensity (dark blue) to maximum
intensity (dark red).
Figure 3. XFROG maps Sl(τ, Ω) resolved for each AM l resulting
from the pulse propagation shown in figure 1, evaluated at =z L5 D.
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3. Twisting effects
The Peierls phase f introduced by the fibre ring twist has a
great impact on the output supercontinuum. In particular it
appears that certain values of f can stabilise input pulses with a
single AM, allowing for spectral broadening without breaking
of angular symmetry and generating other AM. The stabilising
value of f depends both on the initial AM m and the number of
fibre cores N. Viewing the symmetry breaking at the pulse’s
peak intensity in time as a kind of ‘instantaneous modulation
instability’, we find that to first order symmetry breaking
should be prevented when p f- =m Ncos 2 0( ) , which
occurs for two distinct f in the interval (0, 2π). We illustrate
this in figure 4 given an m=3 pump pulse and N=6; in this
case the spectra for f=π/2, 3π /2 (highlighted by red
arrows) show precisely zero occupation in AM ¹ =l m 3 as
for these Peierls phases angular symmetry is preserved.
Besides the complex substructure of peaks within the
spectrally-broadened envelope around the pump frequency
Ω=0, two dispersive bands can be seen in the spectrum of
each AM. These bands appear predominantly for f p- <∣ ∣
p 2 and result from two symmetry breaking events. To
demonstrate this we examine XFROG traces at different
stages of propagation for the f=π case, shown in figure 5.
The first band (lying between dashed white lines in each
subfigure) is created due to the leading pulse splitting post-
fission (figure 5(b), while the second (between dashed
magenta lines) is due to the trailing post-fission pulse desta-
bilising (d). Since the trailing pulse is much less intense than
the leading one, azimuthal instability takes longer to set in
and the resonant frequency is red-shifted in comparison to the
first band. Conversely, in the l=m=3 spectrum, there is a
large component which is independent of f since this is
generated by the initial soliton fission prior to angular sym-
metry breaking.
We would like to point out that the full range of physi-
cally significant f should be experimentally accessible for a
suitably designed fibre core array. f is related to the fibre ring
Figure 4. Output spectra resolved by AM l after propagating an
intense ( = =A t A t B0, 4 0, , 1n n( ) ( ) ) pump pulse carrying AM
m=3 for =z L5 D in a strongly coupled array D = 10, given
varying values of the twist-induced Peierls phase f. No light is
generated in ¹l m channels when f=π/2, 3π/2 as indicated
by the red arrows, due to the symmetry breaking suppression
mechanism described above. Two bands of dispersive radiation are
indicated by dashed white and magenta lines in each l subfigure,
which are excited during the splitting of the initial pulse and a post-
fission pulse respectively.
Figure 5. XFROG maps Sl(τ, Ω) of the evolution of an an intense
( = =A t A t B0, 4 0, , 1n n( ) ( ) ) input pulse with m=3 in a strongly
coupled Δ=10 ring with f=π, evaluated after propagation
distances of (a) z=0.5LD, (b) z=LD, (c) z=4LD, (d) z=5LD.
The initial soliton fission in (a) occurs prior to any symmetry
breaking and does not populate any of the ¹l m AM channels.
Symmetry breaking occurs when the leading post-fission pulse first
breathes and broadens in frequency (b), exciting a resonance around
Ω=45. Both this and the post-fission pulse train couple to
dispersive waves, acquiring a time delay as they propagate (c).
Eventually the trailing l=3 pulse experiences symmetry breaking
(d) and induces another resonance around Ω=35.
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where ns is the substrate refractive index and r0 is approxi-
mately the ring radius. Plotting this for realistic parameters
(figure 6) suggests all possible Peierls phases from 0 to 2π can
be realised with twist periods Λ10 cm, which should be
sufficiently mild as to avoid excessive fibre bending losses.
4. Coupling dependent resonant radiation
Resonant radiation occurs when the pump pulse becomes
phase matched with dispersive waves in the fibre’s con-
tinuum, meaning they have the same propagation constant.
Comparing the wavenumber βl of plane wave solutions
b qµ + - Wi z l texp l n( ( )) to equation (1) (neglecting the
nonlinearity) with that of the soliton solution bm provides a
phase matching condition. Assuming anomalous dispersion
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This cubic equation for the resonant frequency Ω has analytic,
albeit complicated, solutions. Plotting the dispersion of both
the dispersive waves and the discrete vortex soliton (figure 7)
shows that up to three of these solutions may be real for ¹l m,
meaning multiple resonant radiation frequencies may be exci-
ted for a single AM. So long as β3>0 there is always at least
one resonant frequency per AM (the largest possible), which is
the same as would appear in a single fibre core. This resonant
frequency is plotted in figure 8 as a function of the Peierls
phase f for the possible AM l given m = 0. Whether the two
other resonances may be excited depends on the combination
of Peierls phase f applied, pump (m) and resonance AM (l), as
well as the coupling strength Δ. In the absence of third order
dispersion equation (7) is quadratic with a pair of solutions






























In single fibres, resonant radiation cannot appear without
higher order dispersion. However, in this case, phase matching
for non-pump AM is possible providing the coupling rate is
Figure 6. Plot of the Peierls phase f as a function of twist period Λ
as per equation (6), assuming ns=1.5, r0=100 μm and
λ0=1 μm.
Figure 7. Propagation constants for dispersive waves βl(Ω) for
comparison with that of a soliton without AM (m=0, black dashed
line), assuming various values of the Peierls phase f. Here we have
taken B=1, β2<0, β3=−1/10 and Δ=10.
Figure 8. Frequency of ‘standard’ resonant radiation as can appear in
single fibres, which is always present while β3>0, as a function of
Peierls phase f given the parameters in figure 7. Note that for the
pump’s AM l=m=3 this is independent of f and is identical to
the resonant frequency which would be observed in a single
uncoupled fibre.
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comparable to the pump intensity, meaning for the dimen-
sionless parameters used here D  1 4. This kind of cou-
pling-enabled radiation has been reported in other coupled fibre
systems [44, 45] and is always present in multicore structures
due to spatial discreteness. Higher-order dispersion can be
severely reduced in specially designed single core [46, 47] and
multi-core [48] fibres. While it can never be completely
removed, here we consider the situation where it is zero, spe-
cifically to distinguish coupling-enabled resonant radiation
from the usual variety enabled by higher-order dispersion. In
figure 9, we show the simulated spectral evolution of a bright
pulse = =A t A t B0, 2 0, , 1n n( ) ( ) in an untwisted six-core
fibre ring with β2<0, β3=0; sidebands develop around the
predicted frequencies for each AM ¹l m.
5. Conclusion
We have shown how supercontinua with a wide distribution of
AM as well as frequencies may be realised in a twisted fibre
array. Instabilities driven by four-wave mixing between dif-
ferent AM cause spontaneous breaking of angular symmetry,
resulting in a single-AM input pulse splitting into a train of
solitary waves localised both in time and the discrete angular
coordinate. Controlling the effective Peierls phase with the
array twist period allows the supercontinuum spectrum to be
manipulated, possibly restricting it to a single AM by stabi-
lising the pump against nonlinear instabilities. Coupling
between fibre cores modifies the dispersion of different AM,
enabling new resonant radiation modes through additional
phase matching conditions which are not possible in uncoupled
fibres. They may occur without intrinsic higher-order disper-
sion coefficients, as they arise due to the lattice dispersion of
the periodic ring array of cores. Twisting the fibre ring also
allows these resonant frequencies to be tailored. Our results
could be also be useful to researchers working on twisted solid-
core and hollow-core photonic crystal fibres [13, 49] and the
development of supercontinua in such structures.
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